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Abstract In recent years, multi-class imbalance data

classification is a major problem in big data. In such situ-

ations, we focused on developing a new Deep Artificial

Neural Network Learning Optimization (DANNLO) Clas-

sifier for large collection of imbalanced data. In our pro-

posed work, first the dataset reduction using principal

component analysis for dimensionality reduction and initial

centroid is computed. Then, parallel hierarchical pillar

k-means clustering algorithm based on MapReduce is used

to partitioning of an imbalanced data set into similar sub-

set, which can improve the computational cost. The

resultant clusters are given as input to the deep ANN for

learning. In the next stage, deep neural network has been

trained using the back propagation algorithm. In order to

optimize the n-dimensional weight space, firefly opti-

mization algorithm is used. Attractiveness and distance of

each firefly is computed. Hadoop is used to handle these

large volumes of variable size data. Imbalanced datasets is

taken from ECDC (European Centre for Disease Preven-

tion and Control) repository. The experimental results

illustrated that the proposed method can significantly

improve the effectiveness in classifying imbalanced data

based on TP rate, F-measure, G-mean measures, confusion

matrix, precision, recall, and ROC. The experimental

results suggests that DANNLO classifier exceed other

ordinary classifiers such as SVM and Random forest clas-

sifier on tested imbalanced data sets.

Keywords Imbalanced dataset � Principal component

analysis � Clustering � MapReduce � Hadoop � Classification

1 Introduction

Big data is a term that describes the large volume of data

which depends on computational time, efficiency and

velocity. Big data has emerged in business, scientific and

engineering disciplines also social networks observe the

user action sites then display improvement of site design,

spam and fraud detection [1]. Exploring the large volume

of data and extracting useful information and knowledge is

a challenge, and sometimes, it is almost infeasible. Big data

starts with large volume, heterogeneous, autonomous

sources with distributed and decentralized control, and

seeks to explore complex and evolving relationships

among data [2].

Data science appears with the objective of extracting

knowledge from huge volume of data, but new technolo-

gies, instruments, etc., are needed to address this objective

[3]. Spark highlights as one of the most flexible and

powerful engines to perform faster distributed computing

in big data by using in-memory primitives. The machine

learning makes intelligent decisions automatically [4, 5].

Here, multi class classification is the major problem cate-

gorized by two methods such as problem transformation

and problem adaptation [6].
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Imbalanced data typically defined as a problem with

classification problems where the classes are not repre-

sented equally. Imbalanced problem consider two classes

of one is represented by large samples and another one is

represented by lowest samples from the training data and

output data sets fit the best data [7]. Data set context in the

big data can be divided into structured and unstructured

data have an attribute such as feature extraction and feature

reduction [8]. This will handle sampling, transformation,

denoising, and normalization under this selection of rep-

resentative subset, earn single input, removal of noise and

feature extraction can be done. Types of procedures for

sampling instances from large data set is random sampling

and stratified sampling [9].

Decomposition approach is used to solve multi class

problem, through this approach original problem will be

divided into sub problem according to tuple or feature ori-

ented sample and space [10]. When data become too large

difficult to capture, store and manage, the decomposed

subsets are grouped together by clustering relate this will fine

hidden relationship between the data sets [11]. Big data

clustering technique classified into single machine clustering

and multiple machine clustering. In single machine, select

optimal subset of variables as well as in multiple machine

data imposes parallel computing to achieve results in least

time also speed up calculation and increase scalability [12].

To improve classification performance classifiers are

involved namely multilayer perceptron, neural network and

support vector machine are combined to form a multi

classifier system. In single data sets usually give poor

classification performance, but in multilevel classifier

combines first level with trained data and supply the input

to the next level classifier with no need of fusion methods

[13]. To construct classifier based on future query cases

domain of medical have several challenges associate with

data collection from patients is time consuming also

acquire large volume of data [14].

Neural networks are artificial intelligence based tech-

nique provide steps towards final decision maker and

interconnected nerve cells are neurons which receive

information from environment [15]. Cost sensitive learning

are effective also imbalance may increase difficulty in real

world cost sensitive data set with three types of cost

matrices [16]. Formal process to define standard big data

benchmark also development of benchmark would span

multiple application domains. Hadoop provide the solution

of big data as well as apache Hadoop use distributed file

system of Hadoop and MapReduce [17, 18].

Hadoop is an open source software for distributed storage

and distributed processing also supports data in any form. By

designing of MapReduce programming achieve high per-

formance distributed processing and deals with hardware

failure. Hadoop distributed file system is an efficient way to

store data [19]. Here, master node splits the input data set into

sub problems and distribute into the worker nodes, it process

smaller problem in parallel manner and give back to the

master node, then master node combines all sub problems at

that instant perform answer to form output [20].

In this paper, we propose the DANNLO classifier

method which is used to balance the number of training

examples in such a multi-class setting. We focus on

learning from imbalanced data problems in the context of

Big Data, especially when faced with the challenge of

Volume. MapReduce technique is a framework which is

used to handle large volume of data. The objective of this

study is to design an imbalanced classification model on

Hadoop to improve its behaviour for multi-class imbal-

anced problems, especially for high imbalanced tasks.

The remaining portion of the paper has been organized

as follows, the recent survey of paper is structured in

Sect. 2, the proposed methodology of multi-class imbal-

anced data in Sect. 3, the Sect. 4 derives the experimental

analysis and performance metrics, the conclusion part of

proposed work has described in Sect. 5, respectively.

2 Related work

Galar et al. [21] proposed an efficient ensemble classifier

named EUSBoost which depends on a combination of

boosting method with evolutionary under sampling. The use

of the evolutionary approach enabled them to choose the

most critical samples for the classifier learning step. Exten-

sive volume of datasets were conveyed for examinations,

through this high efficiency had achieved. Complexity of the

classification increases and difficult to implement in real

time platform are the disadvantages in this model.

Jesus et al. [22] presented a resampling approach for

classification algorithms that use numerous subsamples.

This procedure had been applied to CTC (Consolidated

Tree Construction) algorithm over various classification

contexts. A robust classification algorithm should not just

be able to rank in the top positions for certain classification

problems. The robustness of the CTC algorithm against a

wide set of classification algorithms with clarifying limit

were set up. The serious limitation of the technique is that

it includes biased selection and along these lines drives us

to reach mistaken determinations.

Lakes et al. [23] proposed an effective approach to

estimate SBSTs (seismic building structural types) by

combining scarce in situ observations, multi-sensor remote

sensing data and machine learning techniques. Experi-

mental outcomes obtained fora representative study area

and evaluate the capacities of the exhibited approach. It

confirm its great potential for a reliable area-wide estima-

tion of SBSTs and an effective earthquake loss modeling
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based on remote sensing, which ought to be additionally

investigated in future research exercises. The drawback is

the high algorithmic complexity and extensive memory

requirements of the required quadratic programming in

large-scale tasks.

Sun et al. [24] introduced a novel ensemble method,

which initially changes over an imbalanced data set into

multiple balanced ones and after that manufactures various

classifiers on these multiple data with a particular classi-

fication algorithm. At last, the classification results of these

classifiers for new data are combined by a particular

ensemble rule. It is a scientific approach. Therefore, to get

a good and representative sample, one should have special

knowledge to get good sample and to perform appropriate

investigation so that reliable outcome might be accom-

plished. A primary drawback of ensemble method is that it

will only be useful if the classification method does not

generate strong classifiers.

Pan et al. [25] presented a parallel large-scale rough set

based methods for knowledge acquisition using MapRe-

duce. It was enhanced them on several representative

MapReduce runtime systems such as Hadoop, Phoenix and

Twister. The experimental results demonstrated that the

Hadoop has the best speedup for bigger data sets. Rough

set methodologies in real applications are time consuming.

It uses smaller training sets for evaluation but our work

using large datasets from ECDC repository.

3 Proposed methodology for multi-class
imbalanced data on Hadoop

The fundamental target of the proposed work is to

accomplish great classification precision for every class in

the event of imbalanced data sets. A data set is said to be

imbalanced when several classes are under-represented

(minority classes) in comparison with others (majority

classes).Gaining from imbalanced data is new test in cer-

tifiable applications, for example, misrepresentation

recognition, medicinal finding, funds and system interrup-

tion. Any information set which demonstrates an uneven

conveyance between its classes can be analyzed imbal-

anced. This imbalanced problem is maintained in ML

algorithm. Imbalanced issue shows up while the quantity of

things of a class is not exactly the quantity of things of

another class. To settle the multi-class imbalanced data

characterization issue, we concentrate DANNLO classifier

for substantial gathering of imbalanced information. In the

first place the datasets are connected by PCA and Linear

change for lessen the dimensionality of the datasets and the

calculation of initial centroid. This dimensionality reduc-

tion method is used to exchange the high dimensional

dataset into important dataset. At that point the imbalanced

dataset is partitioned into smaller subset by utilizing par-

allel hierarchical pillar k-means clustering algorithm based

on map reduce. At that point the resultant subsets (cluster)

are offered with regards to the contribution of ANN for

learning. The source of inputs are prepared by utilizing

back propagation algorithm. Firefly optimization algorithm

is used to optimize the weight space within ANN. (HDFS)

is used to handle these tremendous volumes of variable size

data. Imbalanced data sets is taken from ECDC-dataset

storage facility. The proposed work is compared with the

performance metrics of TP rate, F-measure, G-mean mea-

sures, precision, confusion matrix, recall and ROC.

Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of DANNLO clas-

sifier for multi-class imbalanced dataset on Hadoop.

Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS) is maintain huge

volume of imbalanced data set. The data sets are pre-pro-

cessing by Principal Component Analysis. PCA is used to

reduce the dimensionality of data set. Then these data is

taken as the input for clustering. Here MapReduce program

is used for making cluster partitions. The map reduce

partitions are secured in HDFS. Then the output partitions

are given to DANNLO classifier for classification process

to obtain the classification output.

3.1 Principal component analysis and linear

transformation

Principal Component Analysis is used to decrease the

estimation of data. Dimensionality reduction is better way

to deal with process high dimensional data sets. Hadoop

handles large volume of data. So the dimensionality of the

data also high. So we need to reduce the dimensionality for

simplicity. It may moreover be useful when the elements in

the data sets are noisy. Dimension reduction is commonly

performed before process the grouping calculation. The

pre-processing steps of PCA algorithm are given below:

• Before executing principal component analysis must

determine pre-processing

• Calculate the covariance matrix

• Calculate the eigenvectors

• Building segments and framing a component vector

• Building principal components.

First the data diminished from n-dimension to k-di-

mension. The sample data are x1; x2; . . .xnf g. Then com-

pute the mean by using

l ¼ 1

n

� �Xn
i¼1

xi; ð1Þ

where l is the mean value, ‘n’ is number of samples and xi
is data sample. After computing the mean, calculate the

covariance by using the following equation:
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C ¼ 1

n

� �Xn
i¼1

ðxi � lÞðxi � lÞT : ð2Þ

Here, n is the quantity of data items.

The eigenvectors are controlled by the accompanying

condition:

cei ¼ kiei: ð3Þ

Figure out the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of covari-

ance matrix. The eigenvalues are calculated by the below

equation

detðc� kIÞ ¼ 0: ð4Þ

Eigenvector with most noteworthy eigenvalue speak to

the principal component.

3.2 Parallel hierarchical pillar k-means clustering

algorithm

k-means grouping is for the most part utilized for clustering

applications. The point of clustering is to gathering object

with the end goal that every object contains relevant object.

The procedure of pillar k-means calculation in light of

Hadoop contains two sections, the initial segment is to

initial clustering centers, and divide the sample data set

into a specific size of data blocks for parallel preparing.

The second part is to begin the Map and Reduce tasks for

parallel processing of algorithm in time, up to process gets

the clustering output. Mapper maps input key/value sets to

an arrangement of transitional key/value sets. Reducer

diminishes an arrangement of middle of the road values

which share a key to a smaller arrangement of values.

Table 1 illustrates the procedure for clustering with

MapReduce.

3.3 Map function

The input is passed to the mapper work line by line. Nor-

mally the input is stored on Hadoop file system. The

mapper takes the information and makes a few little pieces

of information as a\key, value[ pairs.

3.4 Reduce function

This stage is the mix of the Shuffle organize and the

Reduce arrange. The Reducer’s occupation is to handle the

information that originates from the mapper. Subsequent to

handling, it creates another arrangement of output, which

will be secured in the Hadoop DFS (Table 2).

3.5 DANNLO classifier

Deep learning grants to improve the training performance.

A DNN (Deep Neural Network) is a feed forward, manu-

factured neural system that has more than one layer of

hidden units between its sources of input and its outputs.

The accumulation of output partitions after map reduce

taken as the solution of artificial neural systems for learn-

ing. Learning is the advance of re-establishing the weights

Imbalanced data set Dimensionality 
Reduction

Initial Centroid 
and data

Clustering based on 
map reduce

Map Map Map

Shuffle/group/merge <key, value>

Reduce Reduce

Output Partitions

Input 
layer Hidden 

layer 1
Hidden 
layer 2

Output 
layer

DANNLO classifier

Classification 
Output

HDFS

Fig. 1 Architecture of Proposed work
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with a specific end goal to create a system that plays out a

couple work.

The deep learning algorithms are Deep Boltzmann

Machine (DBM), Deep Belief Networks (DBN), Convo-

lutional Neural Network (CNN), and Stacked Auto-En-

coders. The network weights are typically random

initialized. For each preparation case the system creates an

output. Deep learning neural network architectures differ

from normal neural networks because they have more

hidden layers. Deep learning networks differ from normal

neural networks and SVMs because they can be trained in

an unsupervised or supervised manner for both unsuper-

vised and supervised learning tasks. DNNs can be dis-

criminatively prepared by back propagating subsidiaries of

a cost capacity that measures the inequality between the

objective and the actual output delivered for every

preparation.

3.5.1 Back propagation algorithm

Back-propagation neural network (BPNN) is a multilayer

feed forward network which trains the training data using

an error back-propagation mechanism. It has become one

of the most widely used neural networks. BPNN can per-

form a large volume of input–output mappings without

knowing their exact mathematical equations. A neural

network model of error back propagation algorithm ought

to have the capacity to prepare neural systems in the

comparable way as the first back propagation algorithm.

The system is prepared utilizing back propagation with

numerous parameters. The algorithm normally has three

layers which are input layer, output layer and hidden layer.

Each neuron in hidden layer can get numerous information

values from various neurons and a related weight is joined

to every input and summed up to deliver output. This

output is passed to next hidden layer and a similar opera-

tion is repeated.

3.5.2 Firefly optimization

Here firefly optimization algorithm [26] is utilized to

enhance the weight space. Progress the attractiveness and

distance for every firefly and move to the brighter one.

Every firefly advancement relies on upon ingestion of the

other one. The firefly calculation takes after three norms,

• Any individual firefly will be pulled into all different

fireflies because of all fireflies are unisex.

• The less attractive firefly is pulled into the arbitrarily

moving brighter fireflies.

• The attractiveness of every firefly symbolizes the way

of the game plan.

The attractiveness of every firefly indicates the

description of the arrangement. The grade of attractiveness

of a firefly is computed by the coming equation,

bðrÞ ¼ b0 expð�cr2Þ; ð5Þ

where r—distance among two fireflies, b0—first attrac-

tiveness at r = 0, c—absorption coefficient.

Table 1 Clustering with MapReduce

Algorithm
Step 1: At first randomly centroid is chosen in view of data.
Step 2: The Input record have initial centroid and data.
Step 3: The "configure" function is used in mapper class which is initially open the record 
and read the centroids and store in the data structure in Array list format.
Step 4: Mapper read the information record and radiate the nearest centroid with the mark 
to the reducer.
Step 5: Reducer gather all data and compute the new matching centroids and emit.
Step 6: Files are reading and validating in job structure

if variation amongst old and new centroid is lower than 0.1 then 
convergence is arrived

else 
Replay step 2 using recent centroids.

Table 2 Confusion matrix

Positive prediction Negative prediction

Positive class 107 4

Negative class 17 22
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The distance between any two fireflies i and j at point xi
and xj properly, can be represented as a Cartesian Eucli-

dean gap is given below

rij ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXd
k¼1

ðxi;k � xj;kÞ

vuut
2

; ð6Þ

where rij is the space gap of the firefly i and the firefly j and

xi;k is the kth segment of the spatial organize Xi of ith firefly

and d is the dimensionality of the given issue.

The movement of a firefly i, which is pulled in by a

brighter firefly j, is spoken to by the accompanying

condition:

xiþ1 ¼ xi þ b0 � expð�cr2
ijÞ � ðxj � xiÞ þ a

� rand � 1

2

� �
: ð7Þ

Here, rand is a random number maker frequently dis-

tributed in the space (0, 1). In the majority of the

advancement b0 ¼ 1 and a 2 0; 1½ �.
The basic function Bi for input is entry by the equation is

Bi ¼
XN
i¼1

xiW
I
ij: ð8Þ

In the above equation xi is the ith input value, WI
ij is the

weights permit among the input and the hidden layer, and

N is the aggregate number of input neurons.

The activation function Q is known by following

equations

Q ¼ 1

1 þ expð�BiÞ
: ð9Þ

The result of the deep neural network is accomplished

by the condition given

y ¼
XM
j¼1

wO
jk

1 þ exp �
PN

i¼1 xiw
I
ij

� �: ð10Þ

In the above equation WO
jk is the weight between hidden

and the output layer, N is the total number of hidden

neurons, and k is the number of yield.

4 Experimental setup and dataset description

Our experimental results against a number of multi-class

problems show that, when the DANNLO classifier is used

for pre-processing the data before classification. So that we

can obtain highly accurate models that compare to the

existing classifiers. In this section explains about the results

for multi-class imbalanced data set for classification. To

achieve better performance we apply the Deep Artificial

neural network technique has been replicated in the

MATLAB platform on Hadoop with the following

configuration:

Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad @ 2.5 GHz

RAM: 3 GB

Operating system: Windows 7

Mat lab version: R 2016a.

The center of Apache Hadoop comprises of a cache part,

known as Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), and a

handling part called MapReduce. The result of the pro-

posed work is compared with the traditional classifiers such

as SVM and random forest.

4.1 Dataset description

Initially data sets are captured from ECDC and the data has

various sizes. The datasets contain multiple classes and the

class with large size is considered as majority class and

with small size is considered as minority class among all

classes. Imbalance ratio is calculated by taking the ratio of

the size of majority class with minority class. For evalua-

tion purposes the data set was randomly partitioned into

training and test set.

4.2 Performance metrics

The performance metrics of TP rate, F-measure, G-mean

measures, precision, confusion matrix, recall and ROC of

the proposed method is compared with the existing

classifier.

TP rate or sensitivity or recall ¼ TP

TPþ FN
; ð11Þ

TN rate or specificity ¼ TN

TN þ FP
; ð12Þ

FP rate ¼ FP

TN þ FP
; ð13Þ

FN rate ¼ FN

TPþ FN
; ð14Þ

F - measure ¼ 1 þ bð Þ2�recall � precision

b2 � recall þ precision
; ð15Þ

G - mean measure ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

TP

TPþ FN
� TN

TN þ FP

r
; ð16Þ

Precision or positive predictive value ¼ TP

TPþ FP
; ð17Þ

where TP is true positive rate, TN is true negative rate, FP

is false positive rate and FN is false negative rate. The

measurements utilized as a part of imbalanced areas must

consider the user preferences and, in this way, ought to

consider the data distribution. To satisfy this objective a
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few execution measures were proposed. A common clas-

sification assessment standard is general precision. This

metric gives an extensive evaluation when the dataset is

moderately adjusted; in any case, this is not the situation in

imbalanced situation. It measures the percentage of the

examples that are accurately classified.

There is often a trade-off between true positive rate and

true negative rate for any classifier, and the same applies

for recall and precision. On account of learning amazingly

imbalanced data, regularly the uncommon class is of

extraordinary interest.

Table 3 illustrate the performance of different classi-

fiers. From the table we clearly show the better perfor-

mance for DANNLO classifier. Our experimental results

against a number of multi-class problems show that, when

the DANNLO classifier is used for pre-processing the data

before classification. So that we can obtain highly accurate

models that compare to the existing classifiers.

4.3 ROC curve

Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve is a stan-

dard method for summarizing classifier performance over a

range of trade-offs between true positive and false positive

error rates. The Area under the Curve (AUC) is an accepted

performance metric for a ROC curve. ROC curves can be

reflection of as representing the family of best decision

boundaries for relative costs of TP and FP. On an ROC

curve the

X - axis represents %FP ¼ TN

TN þ FP
; ð18Þ

Y - axis represents %TP ¼ TP

TPþ FN
: ð19Þ

Precision is the division of predicted positive examples

which are really positive. Figure 2 represents the precision

of three classifiers. When comparing to the traditional

classifiers, the DANNLO classifier provides better preci-

sion. The pre-processing step reduce the dimensionality of

the data. So the DANNLO performed well in multi class

imbalanced data set.

G-mean assesses the degree of inductive bias as far as

the proportion of positive accuracy and negative accuracy.

Figure 3 demonstrates the G-mean investigation of various

classifiers. When contrasting with the current classifiers,

the proposed work gives better outcome.

F-measure, is a common metric for binary classification,

which can be interpreted as a weighted average of the

precision and recall. F-measure is broke down in Fig. 4.

The picture clearly shows that the proposed classifier gives

better F-measure.

Figure 5 describe the sensitivity analysis. From the

figure, the optimization based proposed DANNLO classi-

fier provides high sensitivity. Experiments are carried out

in the multi class imbalanced data set. Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5

represent that DANNLO classifier is improve their results

in terms of the analysis of precision, G-mean, F-measure

and sensitive in comparison with existing classifier.

Fig. 2 Precision analysis

Fig. 3 G-mean analysis

Table 3 Performance analysis

of various classifier
S. no. Performance metrics DANNLO classifier SVM Random forest

1. Sensitivity 0.9640 0.94235 0.90159

2. Specificity 0.5641 0.54245 0.50169

3. FP_rate 0.4359 0.41425 0.41567

4. FN_rate 0.0360 0.07435 0.1357

5. F1_measure 0.9106 0.50188 0.30677

6. G_mean 0.7374 0.64738 0.56252

7. Precision 0.8629 0.8556 0.8450
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Comparing with the existing classifiers, our proposed sys-

tem shows better performance.

5 Discussion

SVMs (Support Vector Machines) are incredible for gen-

erally small data sets with less outliers and Random Forest

(RF) needed more data but it require reasonable time to

classify the data. Deep learning algorithms work well with

larger data sets and it solve the complex problems like

image classification, speech recognition and natural lan-

guage processing. Deep learning works due to the design of

the system and the optimization applied to that system.

The network is a directed graph, implying that each

hidden unit is associated with numerous other hidden units

below it. So each hidden layer going further into the net-

work is a non-linear mix of the layers below it, as a result

of all the combining and recombining of the yields from all

the past units in combination with their activation

functions.

At the point when the optimization routine is applied to

the network, each hidden layer then turns into an optimally

weighted, non-linear combination of the layer below it. By

looking at the above Table 2, it can be inferred that the

standard methodologies like SVM and RF independently

are insufficient to convey an agreeable classification result.

Consequently the classification imbalance problem can be

solved with DANNLO technique as it gives most extreme

precision and agreeable outcome when contrasted with

established models when different size of data used.

6 Conclusion

In order to solve the multi-class imbalance data classifi-

cation problem, a new Deep Artificial Neural Network

Based Learning Optimization (DANNLO) Classifier is

presented for large collection of imbalanced data. A big

data is the point of attraction because a large amount of

data that are currently generating in today’s scenario. Our

method uses the MapReduce programming model on the

Hadoop platform, one of the most popular solutions to

effectively deal with big data nowadays. In this way, our

model distributes the computation using the map function

and then, combines the outputs through the reduce func-

tion. Traditional data mining methods cannot handle with

requirements asked by huge information. The quality of

proposed system tested in terms of precision, recall,

F-measure and G-mean measure. The effectiveness of

classification with multi-class imbalanced data sets are

enhanced with DANNLO classifier. Experimental analysis

carried out using datasets of ECDC repository. The results

of proposed system demonstrate that DANNLO classifier

provides good performance in the imbalanced data

problem.

The future scope of this paper suggests that using two or

more optimization technique i.e. hybridization in deep

convolutional neural network provides better solution for

class imbalance problem and it will helpful for the

researchers to achieve more accuracy in classification.
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